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President’s Message
Honestly all you have to do is spend time with young people to know
our future is in great hands. The group of professionals that are featured
here in the Influence magazine are a group of exceptional individuals
we are fortunate enough to have in our community. On behalf of the
Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce, to the Top 40, I want to extend a
huge thank you for your contributions to this beautiful community we
are proud to call home and most importantly, congratulations on this
prestigious and honorable award.
Here at the Chamber, we have just completed our strategic plan for
2018-2021 and more than ever we want to continue the great work
the chamber has contributed to our business community. We will
be implementing a new strategy under the four pillars you have
come to know in the areas of Advocacy and Influence, Engagement
& Connectivity, Benefits & Advantages and Operational Excellence
that will come from a strong organizational purpose as a Convener,
Champion and Catalyst. Our new Mission encompasses these
philosophies:
“The Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce as The Voice of Business is a
Convener for leaders of influence, Champion for a strong community,
and a Catalyst for business growth to enhance a healthy economic and
social environment in our region.”
With strong leadership around our board table, staff and members like
you, we will grow a stronger community through collaboration and
teamwork. Change happens when we work together and I look forward
to working with all of you over the coming months.
Sincerely,
Kristie Kruger
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WHAT IS THE TOP 40 UNDER FORTY?

What makes someone a good
candidate for Top 40 Under
Forty?
Top 40’s are the best and
brightest in the city. They are
all different but they are all
high achievers. They include
business people, entrepreneurs,
artists, designers, athletes, community organizers,
politicians, teachers, inventors and more. They give
back to the community and elevate the city through
their work, whether it is in their career or volunteer
work. They inspire us through everything they do.
TOP

UNDER
FORTY

How do I nominate someone for Top 40 Under
Forty?
To nominate someone visit us online before August
11, 2018, and fill out the nomination form. You just
need your nominee’s name, job title, phone number,
e-mail address and a brief explanation of why you
think they should be named to the Top 40 Under
Forty. Then we go straight to the source and get all
the information we need directly from the nominee.
What is the age requirement for Top 40 Under
Forty candidates?
To be eligible for consideration in the Top 40
Under Forty Class of 2018, nominees must be
UNDER the age of 40 on October 31, 2018.
Candidates who turn 40 between the nomination
deadline and October 30 will NOT be eligible.

Can I nominate more than one person?
You can nominate as many people as you’d
like. You can nominate colleagues, friends, family
members or someone you know through their work in
the community.
Can I nominate a group or a pair of people as conominees?
Yes. We know that many people’s success is as
part of a team. That said, the intention of the Top
40 Under Forty is to recognize the outstanding work
of people, so typically groups of two or three are
the most likely to make it through our process. For
example, two people who have started and run
a business together, or a CEO-CFO team that has
really grown a company. All of the co-nominees
must be under 40 on October 31, 2018 and must
have a strong tie to the area.
To co-nominate people, fill out a nomination form
for each one and note the other people that they
are co-nominated with in the box that asks about
co-nomination. In order for each candidate to be
eligible we must receive a separate form with
contact information for each.

NOMINATIONS ARE OPEN!
What makes Lethbridge awesome? It’s the business people, artists, athletes and anyone else who go that extra mile
every day to make our community strong and vibrant!
If you know anyone under 40 years old who goes above and beyond every day, we want to hear about them!
Nominate them today for the Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce & BDO Top 40 Under Forty!
Visit www.lethbridgechamber.com to complete the Nomination Form.
• Nominators may enter as many different nominees as they like.
• Individuals may nominate themselves for the awards.
• Entries that are incomplete, lost, stolen, late, delayed, misdirected, illegible, damaged, altered, irregular, destroyed, have been submitted through illicit means, or
do not conform to or satisfy any conditions of these Official Regulations shall be disqualified.
• Active Candidates during a political election will be disqualified. Sitting elected officials may be nominated, as long as it is not during a campaigning period.
• Employees (and persons with whom they are domiciled) of the Contest Sponsor, its agents and representatives, its parents, affiliates, subsidiaries and dealers, as
well as suppliers of materials or services related to this Contest, including the members of the contest judging team as determined by the Contest Sponsor, are not
eligible for nomination in the Contest.
• Nominations are open from June 15 through August 11, 2018 (the “Contest Closing Date”).
Lethbridge
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Your

Dream Landscape
is waiting for you!

ESTATE PLANNING ● LIFE INSURANCE ● EMPLOYEE BENEFITS ● WEALTH MANAGEMENT

We focus on building long-term relationships with leading business owners,
Call us at 587-220-7663 today to find out
professionals and their teams, enabling us to develop customized strategic plans to
how Bluegrass Landscaping Ltd. can create
oÉÉîÉë|fåÑäìÉåÅÉ=j~Ö~òáåÉ=TKNOSñQKTRMKéÇÑ===N===OMNUJMQJNN===PWNQWPR=mj grow, protect and transfer their assets in the most effective manner.
a stunning landscape for you!

GET TO WHERE
YOU WANT TO GO
WITH REEVES COLLEGE
`
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Complete your diploma in as little
as one year! Training available in:
BUSINESS
HEALTHCARE
LEGAL STUDIES

h

career.reevescollege.ca
1.800.580.6693
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BE SEEN WHEN IT MATTERS MOST

LET THE CHAMBER HELP WITH
YOUR MARKETING EFFORTS!
The Lethbridge Chamber offers a number of
marketing and advertising efforts that can help
your business reach a large network of businesses
and community members.

inside

Advantages of Street View

Get the most from your Google Business Tour

BE DISCOVERED

SHOWCASE YOUR BUSINESS

INCREASE SALES

Get more views on Google
Maps with interactive 360
degree visuals. Supercharge
your Google Business ranking
and search results!

People buy from those they trust,
inspire confidence and showcase
your business in the best light
with professional photos and a
virtual tour.

Match customers with your
business to drive sales.

STARTING AT



- Virtual Tour
- Professional Photos

Influence Magazine ad 18.indd 1

BOOK TODAY

themeasuremen.ca

With a large social media reach, weekly
e-newsletter with strong readership and a
website that is a hub for local business needs,
the Lethbridge Chamber is your best choice to
promote your business, product, service or event.
Contact the Lethbridge Chamber today to reach
a network businesses eager to work with you.

For more information call 403-327-1586 or
email office@lethbridgechamber.com

Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce 2018-05-11
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“A shout out to
Lethbridge
entrepreneurs.
Thank you for
keeping our
economy strong
& our community
vibrant!”

ane Anderson is the owner of London Road Media a
content marketing agency in Lethbridge specializing in
social media marketing and digital media.
Lane is a storyteller. Combined with a dedication to
staying on top of social media strategies and innovative
marketing approaches, he is able to take his storytelling
skills within the business world, making him a leader in the
content marketing field.
Lane believes that Lethbridge is an unrecognized and
underappreciated city with amazing natural beauty,
incredible culture, inspiring community, and enormous
Lane Anderson
economic opportunity. He takes pride in shouting this from
the rooftops of Your Quintessential Lethbridge and working to convince the world of it.

S

heena Bennett is an airline pilot with Jazz Aviation-Air
Canada Express and co-owner of Jonathan Mark Salon
in Lethbridge.
In 2005, she earned her Class 2 Instructor Rating and
worked as an, instructor for a decade before deciding on a
change and working to become a pilot.
What sets Sheena apart is that she is a woman working
in the male-dominated field of aviation. She has been in
the aviation industry for almost 20 years, since becoming a
commercial pilot at the age of 18.
Sheena gives back by volunteering for an organization
Sheena Bennett
called Elevate Aviation, which serves to promote and mentor
women who would like to pursue a career in aviation.

C

andice Boldt is the owner of Lethbridge Hearing Centre,
using cutting-edge hearing technology, equipment and
hearing devices.
Candice takes pride in being a privately-run family
operated hearing centre. Her husband Jake started working
with her in 2013, and the two love helping people hear
better, together.
Seeing her clients have the love of hearing and having
confidence back is why she loves what she does!
Lethbridge Hearing Centre is involved with the Starkey
Hearing Foundation, which provides hearing aids to people
Candice Boldt
in need throughout the U.S. and around the world. They love
to give back and see how better hearing can change someone’s life.

P

Paul Bonenfant
what he is most proud of.
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aul Bonenfant is the Co-Founder of Chinook Media,
local online marketing specialists, digital advertising
consultants, videographers, website developers, graphic
designers and content writers.
In late 2016 Paul, and fellow Top 40 winner Janelle
Wensley, founded Chinook Media largely because small
businesses were asking them for help.
Paul is proud to have built his reputation on providing
excellent service. Having been embedded in the local
business community for the past four years, he has met some
individuals in Lethbridge who’ve helped shape the business
person that he is today. Becoming a leader in his industry is

S

Stacey Bourque

tacey Bourque is the
Executive Director of
ARCHES, a not-for-profit
organization that works to help
to respond and reduce the
harm associated with HIV and
Hepatitis C in South-Western
Alberta.
Since joining the ARCHES
team in 2014, Stacey has
quadrupled the agency
revenue and increased the
number of programs delivered
by the organization. This
growth is in response to
meeting changing community
needs and both identifying
and filling service gaps in our
community directly related to
marginalized populations.
Stacey worked with municipal
and provincial governments to
create Lethbridge’s Supervised
Consumption Services in
Lethbridge. After much hard
work, Supervised Consumption
Services in Lethbridge opened
its doors on Thursday, March 1,
2018.

T

Tyler Brack

yler Brack is a wealth
planner with Avail CPA, the
largest independently owned
accounting firm in Southern
Alberta.
He works with several clients
in a variety of industries
helping them achieve their
business goals. He is also
passionate about helping
others and has developed
internal training for CPA
candidates at Avail.
Tyler acts as mock judge at
case competitions, serves as an
online facilitator and session
leader with the CPA Western
School of Business and is a
member of the Examinations
Panel for the Financial Planning
Standards Council.
Tyler has acted as a minor
hockey coach and currently sits
on the executive as treasurer
for the Lethbridge Hurricanes
Board of Directors.

T

revor Brown is the
Executive Director of 5th
on 5th Youth Services where he
works to enhance the services
offered to our community.
Trevor has worked with youth
across Alberta focusing on
bullying and suicide prevention,
and engaging the youth voice
in municipal and regional
governance.
He ran a consultant company
called Operation Humanity
for seven years travelling
across Alberta providing
presentations, workshops and
events for youth. He worked
collaboratively setting up
youth panels in multiple
regional Children Services
Authorities and the City of
Lethbridge Youth Advisory
Council. In 2007, he was a
part of the original team
that established Lethbridge’s
Canadian Coalition of
Municipalities Against Racism
and Discrimination.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL OF THE
WINNERS
BDO is proud to be a sponsor of
the 2018 Top 40 Under 40

Trevor Brown

D

Deana Dypolt

eana Dypolt is a full
time math teacher, girls’
basketball coach and owner &
operator of ArtBeat Lethbridge
– a non-profit organization
that engages with Lethbridge’s
vibrant artist community.
As a full-time math teacher
and basketball coach, Deana
was missing her involvement
with the arts. She looked for
an event or organization that
she could get involved with and
couldn’t find one. That’s when
she decided to start her own
business: ArtBeat Lethbridge!
ArtBeat Lethbridge exists
as a platform to allow local
artists to showcase and sell
their work. Deana participates
annually in the Lethbridge Art
Walk, and her unique, quirky
style has landed her home in
the SAAG House Tours and Tea.
Her art can be seen in several
businesses in and around
Lethbridge and Calgary.

People who know, know BDO.SM
Assurance | Accounting | Tax | Advisory
Dennis Sudo
dsudo@bdo.ca

Will ZoBell
wzobell@bdo.ca

Phil Wever
pwever@bdo.ca

Brian Veres
bveres@bdo.ca

www.bdo.ca
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B

Breeanne Fuller

reeanne Fuller is the
director of the Conservatory
of Music at the University of
Lethbridge, managing over 50
music faculty who teach 2,200
students per year.
Breeanne aims to work with
the community as much as
possible. She organizes a free
concert series called Lunch &
Listen, offering classical music
concerts on the first Friday of
every month and volunteers
on the Lethbridge and Area
Music and Speech Arts Festival
board.
She loves working at the UofL
Conservatory of Music, where
she has the opportunity to
make a difference in students’
lives.
She has been featured as
one of the top Kindermusik
educators in the world by
Kindermusik International, and
has been a leader in the world
of Kindermusik since 2012.

J

Jonathan Hamilton

onathan Hamilton is focused,
determined, hardworking,
dedicated and loyal. He sets
goals for himself and for the
company that he works for and
attain those goals and visions.
These traits led him to his
current Chief Operating
Officer position at Tollestrup
Construction.
In 2003, he started with
Tollestrup Construction as a
concrete labourer.
His hard work and dedication
helped push him through the
ranks. Because of Tollestrup,
he found himself at college
earning his second diploma
with honours in the Civil
Engineering Technology
program. This sent him on a
new path forward with vision
and opportunity.
Jonanthan gained his
accreditation as a C.E.T. with
ASET and sits on the advisory
committee at Lethbridge
College for civil engineering
technologies.

L

Lauren Hart

auren Hart is the founder of
Lauren Hart Yoga, and Hawk
+ Harvest Market, an artisan
market showcasing local artists,
creators and designers.
At the age of 19, a switch
flipped in Lauren’s mind that
took her off of the conventional
path, and onto her own path.
She discovered yoga.
Lauren traveled to 3
different continents to become
a teacher and came home
inspired to offer something
truly raw and different to the
community.
Alongside teaching yoga,
Lauren has a line of jewelry
and relics that she sells
online and at markets called
HVRTSPVCE, and she curates
an artisan market four times
per year called Hawk +
Harvest.
Lauren is proud to use her
businesses to also showcase
other very deserving young
artists, teachers, and musicians.

S

Shylo Harvey

hylo Harvey is the
owner of Liquid Empire
Plumbing & Heating Group,
a locally owned company
that specializes in residential
and commercial plumbing,
gas fitting, heating and air
conditioning projects.
Shylo founded Liquid Empire
in May of 2011.
At the time, many people
told him that it was a bad
time to start but he was sure
that he had the skill, drive and
dedication to quality to make it
work. Seven years later, he has
grown the company to doing
high-end custom home builds
alongside some of the best
businesses in our region.
A firm dedication to his
people leads Shylo to believe
that his business, and the
people that he employs, are
the best in Southern Alberta.
They put quality and the
customer as their main focus
above anything else.

Jonathan Hamilton
Chief Operating Officer
T: 403.388.1963
C: 403.380.8182
F: 403.328.9989
jon@tollestrup.com
403.328.8196

www.tollestrup.com

Box 474, Lethbridge, AB T1J 3Z1
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Safety Service Family

J

Jeff Hinman

eff Hinman is the owner of
Jeff Hinman Photography,
an independent photography
business based in Lethbridge.
Born and raised in
Lethbridge, Jeff first picked
up a camera only three
years ago. He started his
photography business in
January 2017 and has already
been overwhelmed with
success.
Jeff has been drawn to the
arts for as long as he can
remember. For Christmas 2015,
he received a camera from his
mother and it consumed his life.
Jeff has had his prints and
calendars sold around the
globe.
Through photography,
Jeff has learned the most
important thing in your career
is to have passion—passion
creates inspiration. He
feels so passionately about
photography, that he doesn’t
even consider photography
work.

R

Rachel Lindemann

achel Lindemann
is the owner of
Atlatl Archaeology, an
archaeological consulting
company based in Lethbridge.
Rachel sets high standards
for the work don’t by Atlatl
Archaeology both in the
field, as well as the reporting
requirements. She strives to
provide the most information
possible to integrate it into the
larger picture through research
and interpretations.
She also works hard to
foster a positive learning
environment in her company for
her employees where they are
encouraged to learn, and ask
questions and feel like valued
members of the team.
She has hired almost 20
students and graduates of
the UofL Archaeology and
Geography programs giving
recent graduates and students
hands on experience and
training.

J

Jennifer McCarthy

ennifer McCarthy is the
owner of Teacup Tiny
Homes, a tiny home builder
specializing in functional design
and residential construction.
In 2016, Jennifer
incorporated Teacup Tiny
Homes Ltd. and is the Sole
Owner and Operator.
Jennifer enrolled in
the Interior Design and
Merchandising program at
Lethbridge College when she
was 18. After earning her
diploma with honours, she went
on to work with Avonlea Homes
from 2005 until March 2017.
Jennifer’s time at Avonlea
was filled with many
experiences. She worked from
Interior Designer, to Head
of Design and Production,
and ultimately to Operations
Manager. Jennifer is very
proud to have climbed the
corporate ladder at Avonlea
Homes, especially as a
female in the male-dominated
construction industry.

P

Patrick McCullagh

atrick McCullagh is the
creator of the Lethbridge
Sports and Social Club, an
organization that allows adults
to participate in recreational
sports and social activities.
Patrick created the
Lethbridge Sports and Social
Club as a way for adults
to connect with others, play
entry-level recreational sports
and feel that they belong
to a group that shares their
interests.
When he first moved to
Lethbridge in 2014, Patrick
was looking for a group that
supported recreational sports
and social activities. After
three years of not finding that
group, he took it upon himself
to create it.
Patrick’s goal is to bring
people together so that
they feel like they belong to
a community that supports
them. Lethbridge Sports and
Social Club offers a variety of
programming for adults.

prints & photography services
call (403) 634-6120 or email jeffhinmanphotography@gmail.com
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Nominate Today for the Business of the Year Awards
Aboriginal Opportunities
Award
Sponsored by: KPMG

The Aboriginal Opportunities
Award is awarded to a business
that demonstrates outstanding
achievements in Indigenous
relations including entrepreneurs,
economic development,
employment and training and
Indigenous community support.

Business Ethics Award

Sponsored by: Better Business Bureau

The Business Ethics Award is
presented to the organization that
best demonstrates a commitment
to advancing marketplace trust
through ethical business practices.

Environmental Stewardship
Award
Sponsored by: Avison Young
The Lethbridge Chamber of
Commerce celebrates the best in local
business at the 2018 Business of the
Year Awards Gala, October 18th at the
Coast Hotel and Conference Centre,
during Small Business Week.
Every year, the Chamber recognizes
the contributions of outstanding
businesses, entrepreneurs and
professionals to the Lethbridge
business community. With twelve
categories, the Business of the Year
Awards provides recognition to
outstanding Lethbridge businesses.
Do you know of a business that
deserves to be recognized?
Nominations for the 2018 Business of
the Year Awards are now open!

The Environmental Stewardship
Award is presented to a business
that demonstrates leadership and
best practices in environmental
sustainability through their
business operations or community
engagement.

Innovation & Advancement
Award
Sponsored by: Dhillon School of
Business

Is awarded to a business that has
successfully executed a change
within their organization or
produced or created an innovation.

Business Leadership Award

Sponsored by: Select People Solutions

The Business Leadership Award is
presented to a business or person
that deserves special recognition
for their impact on enhancing the
community through exceptional
leadership in business.

Spirit of Lethbridge Award
Sponsored by: Sandy Lyons/Grant
Thornton

The Spirit of Lethbridge Award
is presented to a business or
organization that serves to
promote the community through
time, talent and volunteer
engagement. This award will be
given to a business or organization
whose example demonstrates
excellence in the enthusiastic
support and promotion of the
community.

GooftoCommerce
www.lethbridgechamber.com/awards
Lethbridge Chamber
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Business Legacy Award
Sponsored by: Omega Flooring

The Spirit of Lethbridge Award
is presented to a business or
organization that serves to
promote the community through
time, talent and volunteer
engagement. This award will be
given to a business or organization
whose example demonstrates
excellence in the enthusiastic
support and promotion of the
community.

Excellence in Customer
Service Award

Sponsored by: Prime Catering &
Sandman Hotel

In honour of former Chamber
President Estelle Botfield, the
Excellence in Customer Service
Award is presented to a business
that provides exceptional customer
service on a consistent basis.

Peoples’ Choice Award

Sponsored by: Allan Friesen/The
Silverberg Group

The Peoples’ Choice Award is
presented to the business chosen
from the entire slate of Business
of the Year nominees through an
online and ballot voting campaign.

New Business of the Year
Award
Sponsored by: Avail CPA

The New Business of the Year
Award is presented to business
who has been in operation for less
than three years that demonstrates
great potential for future success.

Outstanding Employer
Award
Sponsored by: LA Chefs

This award is given to an employer
who has a demonstrated history
of providing a strong employee
focused culture.

Business of the Year Award
Sponsored by: BDC & Community
Futures

In honour of former Chamber
President Dalton Jordan, the
Business of the Year Award is
presented to the top business of
the year in Lethbridge. This is an
outstanding business that has
demonstrated commitment to
performance excellence.

to submit your nomination.

ROY POGORZELSKI: 2017 OVERALL WINNER OF THE TOP 40 UNDER FORTY

F

or his drive and determination to succeed and his endless
commitment to community enhancement, Roy Pogorzelski was
awarded the 2016-17 Overall Top 40 Under Forty winner at the
Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce’s 2017 Business of the Year
Awards.
“Being the overall Top 40 Under 40 winner was a shocking, yet
amazing feeling,” says Roy. “Shocking because the Top 40 Under
40 list is filled with unbelievable folks making a large difference
in our community. Amazing in regards to the recognition for all
the hard work, sacrifice and energy one puts into their community
and into their business.”
Some might know Roy from his work with the City of Lethbridge
as an Inclusion Consultant. Others might know him in his current
role as Director of Indigenous Student Affairs at the University of
Lethbridge. Many might also recognize Roy’s familiar face from
local events and fundraisers, such as Oktoberfest YQL, organized
through Pogo Bros Inc., an Aboriginal-based small business he
runs with his brother, John.
Roy earned his Bachelor of Arts in Indigenous Studies with
distinction, and a Bachelor of Human Justice from the University
of Regina then was selected for an internship at the University
of Vienna. Returning to Europe, he graduated cum laude with an
Advanced Master of Science in Cultures and Development Studies
from the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in Belgium. He returned to
Canada in December 2012 and began working with the City of
Lethbridge in the summer of 2013.
For someone who has made Lethbridge his home for the
past five years, Roy has certainly made his mark on this city.
Roy believes “people need to get involved and challenge
themselves to step outside of their comfort zone.” From his many
accomplishments, it’s evident that this is a standard he sets for
himself daily.
Roy says he’s “been honoured to meet so many incredible
people from an array of diverse backgrounds” by giving his
time to community initiatives. And that’s what makes working and
living in Lethbridge so rewarding – because he’s inspired by the
incredible things he sees others accomplish. It encourages him
“to take risks, jump on opportunities and work towards creating
an inclusive atmosphere that all citizens have opportunities to
participate in a meaningful way.”
Roy who is Metis, strives to ensure all citizens have the ability
to participate in our community regardless of their background,
culture and way of life, socioeconomic status, ability or gender. In
2016, Roy was honoured with a Human Rights Champion Award
from the John Humphrey Centre for Peace and Human Rights in
Edmonton.
Besides volunteering on boards, assisting at community events,
and joining business clubs, Roy also enjoys being an active
member of Rotary International.
For a couple years, Roy was also chair of the University of

Lethbridge Students’ Union and worked with many practicum
students. Roy and his brother also hire many post-secondary
students to assist Pogo Bros Inc. with their events and festivals.
He says it is always a pleasure to meet these future leaders and
discuss “the big question of what’s next.”
His advice to those just entering the workforce or looking
to build their own dreams is “to take advantage of every
opportunity, be humble, practice humility and allow yourself to
fail.”
“We cannot fear failure because it is from failure that we
learn our greatest lessons; because without failure what is success
anyways.”
He also believes everyone should take some time to travel,
study other cultures and see things from a different worldview to
truly appreciate the importance of diverse thoughts and opinions.
The overall winner for the 2017-18 Top 40 Under 40 awards
will be announced during the 2018 Business of the Year Awards
on October 18.
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Adriana Mercader

A

driana Mercader is
the vice president of
Flexahopper Plastics Ltd.
In 2008, Adriana immigrated
to Canada, with her whole
life packed into one suitcase
and has never looked back!
Being an immigrant has come
with many challenges but most
importantly with lots of great
life learning experiences.
Since taking the company
under her direction,
Flexahopper has become an
internationally recognized
brand. They have penetrated
new markets with strong
product lines and world-wide
known quality levels.
Adriana is grateful to be
able to give back to the
community. She sees it as a
cycle: she is able to employ
immigrants, that like her, came
to this country with hope to
better themselves and have
a brighter future for their
families.

T

Tony Montina

ony Montina is the Magnetic
Resonance Facility Manager
at the University of Lethbridge
where he supervises students
and is responsible for all
operational and financial
aspects of the facility.
While completing his
undergraduate degree,
Tony successfully applied for
the position of NMR facility
manager at the UofL. He
accomplished this at the age
of 25.
Tony prides himself on being
an educator that is willing to
go above and beyond when
teaching students. Getting to
see the light bulb turn on in
a student’s head when they
finally grasp a difficult concept
is the highlight of his day.
Since taking over the NMR
facility he has been successful
in securing approximately
$1.9M in highly competitive
national grants to expand and
upgrade the facility to double
its original size.

C

Colin Moreland

olin Moreland is the
President of Moreland
Professional Projects, a full
service management consulting
and training firm in Lethbridge.
Colin earned a Bachelor of
Arts degree in Political Science
from the University of Calgary
in 2007. Afterward, he joined
a software startup out of
school where he worked for the
first 10 years of his career.
He saw the company
grow from 10 people and a
negative cashflow to over $15
million in annual revenue and
nearly 100 people.
At age 28, Colin became the
youngest Project Management
Office Manager in Canada,
and at age 30 became the
youngest Project Management
Office manager in postsecondary education.
In his personal life, Colin is
a husband, father and cancer
survivor – five years in 2017!

A

Asif Muhammad

sif Muhammad is a lawyer
at Alger Zadeiks Shapiro
LLP, a client-centred law firm in
Lethbridge.
Volunteering is something that
Asif believes strongly in. He
lives by the mantra of giving
back to his community, as it
does so much for him.
Asif tries to provide his best
self in all aspects of his life
and practice.
Navigating the legal system
is difficult and Asif believes
that everyone deserves the
opportunity to have assistance.
He tries to provide public
assistance and prides himself
on creating a safe and open
space for people to ask any
questions they have.
In 2015, Asif was recognized
as Lethbridge Legal Guidance
Volunteer of the Year.

Lethbridge’s Independent Dental Hygiene Clinic
Accepting new patients!
•Dental hygienist owned and operated
•All fees priced below the 2018 Alberta dental fee guide
•Direct billing to all insurance companies
•52 years of combined experience
•Flexible hours

Call Lethbridge Dental Hygiene Clinic today at
(403) 915-2877 to book an appointment.
Find us on Facebook or visit
lethbridgedentalhygiene.com
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A

Angie Nilsson

Micheal Ostrom

ngie Nilsson is the coowner and COO of The
Epiphany Group, a business
consulting service for financial
advisors and the co-founder
and publisher for Lethbridge’s
newest magazine, The Breeze.
After teaching in China for
a summer, she discovered that
she loved to teach and train
but not necessarily in the school
setting. She refocused and
entered the business world.
In April of 2015, Angie
formed The Epiphany Group
with Darryl Kenna and Rick
Ursel. She continues to develop
the systems and tools to
expand their many services.
Angie believes that everyone
has a story and loves being a
part of people’s journey.
Because of this, Angie
launched The Breeze magazine
in May of 2017. The Breeze
tells the stories of men and
women who have succeeded
in their profession and other
facets of life.

selectrecruiting.ca

M

icheal Ostrom is the
owner of The Number
Guys, an accounting and
business consultancy firm
that was founded to help
small businesses learn, grow,
and succeed in the dynamic
landscape that is Lethbridge.
Michael spent a decade
working for a local construction
company, many of those years
as a foreman.
When he completed his
degree, Michael began to
work on his CPA designation.
It has always been Michael’s
passion in life to help people.
During his construction career,
he loved working with clients
to help them achieve the best
outcome for their project. As a
foreman he enjoyed teaching
co-workers new skills that
would help them succeed.
Since finishing school he has
concentrated on helping
his accounting and business
consulting clients learn and
grow their businesses.

M

Mike Prociw

ike Prociw is the Market
Analyst at Economic
Development Lethbridge.
Simply stated, Mike analyzes
economic data and extracts
trends and insights which are
used to highlight the strengths
Lethbridge has to offer.
He enjoys his job and takes
pride in the knowledge that
the figures he analyzes can be
used by a diverse section of
stakeholders to catalyze local
investment.
While at Economic
Development Lethbridge,
Mike has worked on a wide
assortment of projects pertinent
to the local economy.
He served as the lead Project
Manager on the Commercial &
Industrial Development study.
Prior to this, Mike was the
Project Manager of the Trade
Area study, which quantified
the size and geographic
location of the Lethbridge
Trade Area.

Recruitment & Search

F

Fergus Raphael

ergus Raphael is the
president of Tangle Media
a web and custom app design
firm in Lethbridge focused on
developing totally customized
web-based software systems.
In 2004, Fergus decided to
start a small company called
Tangle Media to offer custom
web development in Southern
Alberta.
In the early 2000s, the
internet was still developing,
and full of potential. As
a ‘builder’, it has been an
interesting ride for Fergus
to see how this very new
technology shapes so many
aspects of the way we now
live.
Whether developing involved
scheduling, inventory, logistics,
sales, and research projects for
a variety of industries, Fergus
loves the unique puzzles and
problems to solve. The real
excitement is in arriving at
finished products that started
as a “what if?”.

Temporary Staffing

HR Management

The right people,
the right seat.
Past Winners of the Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce Business Leadership Award

403.382.3669

selectrecruiting.ca

#236, 200 – 4th Avenue South
(2nd Level of the Lethbridge Centre)
Lethbridge, Alberta T1J 4C9

Proudly Serving
Southern Alberta for over

25
YEARS
Teamwork Training Ltd.
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Anali & Dmitri Reizvikh

A

nali and Dmitri Reizvikh
created True North
Slings, a line of high quality
linen baby carriers made by
Canadian moms.
When Anali and Dmitri found
out their family of two was
to become a family of three,
Anali began her search for
the best baby carrier. After
a lengthy and expensive
experience ordering a ring
sling from abroad, Anali knew
that there must be a better
way, and True North Slings was
born.
They hire local moms
who work from home as
seamstresses and are
passionate about recycling
everything they can from the
workshop, eliminating textile
waste.
While there are other
babywearing companies in
North America, very few offer
products ethically made in
Canada from materials sourced
from Canadian businesses.

N

Nicole Reynolds

icole Reynolds is the
Human Resources Manager
at North and Company LLP.
Nicole didn’t always know
what she wanted to be when
she grew up.
She thought about everything
from Radio Personality to
Veterinarian. It wasn’t until
she began her Business
Administration Diploma that she
started to see HR as a career.
She enjoys the challenge and
learning new things every day
about employment law and HR
and also the legal sector.
She enjoys helping people
be better at their jobs and
happier at work and enjoys
seeing things progress and the
changes that can come about
from some dedication, hard
work, and enjoying what you
do!
Nicole volunteers with
CPHR AB for the Lethbridge
Chapter. CPHR AB assists with
professional development and
member events in Lethbridge.
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J

Jeremy Rickaby

eremy Rickaby is the
Creative Director, Senior
Designer and CEO of Hybrid
Media Ltd. He is also Lead
Designer for Citizen Sheep
Clothing, an urban lifestyle
clothing brand.
Jeremy enjoys the challenge
and creative freedom of
completely branding a business
or product. The feeling of
helping a startup distinguish
its presence in the community
and to elevate and amplify
the overall voice, vision and
engagement put forth.
He believes that what sets
him apart is his interest in
identifying and solving a
client’s problem instead of
solely just selling them his
art or looking for quick fixes
in the short term. He has
spent years establishing solid
working relationships and
surrounding himself with many
industry experts both locally
and internationally, in many
different fields.

J

Jordan Sailer

ordan Sailer is the president
and personal trainer at
Twisted Steel Fitness, a fitness
centre located in Coaldale.
Jordan had always wanted
to own his own business, but
never knew exactly what.
When he realized Coaldale
had almost 10,000 residents
and no place to work out, he
knew just what to do!
Jordan considers it a major
achievement to wake up every
day and going to work doing
something that he loves. His
favorite thing about his job is
seeing the results of his clients
and how their attitude and
confidence grows.
The focus at Twisted Steel
has been to build a community
within a community. Their
gym members come from all
different backgrounds, yet
they all feel comfortable and
connected. No matter what
one’s goals are, Twisted Steel
has the tools and knowledge to
help them get there.

Tim & Andrea Sandul

T

im & Andrea Sandul are
co-founders of The Port
Coworking Space, a bright,
open, and uniquely furnished
coworking community located
in Lethbridge.
In 2013, Andrea launched
her first business Equilibrium
Bookkeeping, which is still
going strong.
Tim has 10 years
management experience in the
automotive sector.
The duo works hard to build
a strong community, both within
The Port and in Lethbridge as
a whole. They are proud to
be running a business that is
helping the growth of our city
and small business community.
Tim and Andrea feel that
the most important aspects
of life and business are the
relationships and trust that
you build, by far the most
important investment that can
be made.

K

Katie Saruwatari

atie Saruwatari is the
owner and operator of
Vital Essence Acupuncture &
Chinese Medicine.
Katie has always had a
desire to help and care for
others.
In her practice, Katie strives
to create and maintain a
welcoming and relaxed
atmosphere. Her priority in
patient care is taking time to
develop a strong relationship
with all patients so as to
understand their health
concerns and create a unique
and successful treatment plan
to suit their needs. Katie prides
herself on one-on-one patient
care.
Katie treats a wide range
of ailments. She is continuing
education in sports medicine
acupuncture. Katie also works
in furthering her knowledge
towards fertility issues.
She takes pride in helping
medically unexplained
infertility cases get pregnant.

K

Karissa Schlaht

arissa Schlaht is a
Relationship Manager with
TD Agriculture Services.
She helps companies grow
through strategic borrowing,
first class customer service and
transparent financial advice.
Karissa earned her Bachelor
of Management, majoring in
Finance, from the University
of Lethbridge in 2009. During
that time, she began working
as a bank teller. Today, she is
an emerging leader with TD
Canada Trust.
Growing up on a mixed
grain and cow calf farm near
Lomond taught Karissa the
importance of teamwork,
community involvement and
hard work.
Karissa is a founding board
member of Alberta Women
in Agriculture, an innovative
group aimed at helping women
connect and build relationships
that support growth and
networking for a successful
career in agriculture.

Breathe easy knowing your heating, air conditioning and plumbing
are in the hands of Breathe Easy Heating & Air Conditioning

Dr. Matthew Secretan

D

r. Matthew Secretan is
a plastic surgeon with
a practice in Lethbridge,
where he performs cosmetic
procedures with a special
interest in reconstructive
surgery.
Dr. Secretan’s reconstructive
practice focuses on facial
reconstruction following skin
cancer excision, hand surgery,
peripheral nerve surgery, and
reconstructive surgery for burn
victims.
Each patient presents with
a unique problem and he
enjoys the challenge of trying
to restore normal function and
appearance to each of them.
Dr. Secretan is committed to
providing the highest quality
of care to all of his patients.
He values the community that
we live in and tries to support
those who helped shape who
he is today.

(403)894-4989 | mike@beheating.ca
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M

Congratulations

to the Top 40
Under 40!
We’re proud of all the
University of Lethbridge
alumni who are making
Lethbridge a better
place for all.

Stacey Bourque | BHSc ’09, MEd ’15
Jessie Westers | BMgt ’08
Breeanne Fuller | BMus ’05, MEd ’15

ichael Thompson is President of Halma Thompson Land
Surveys, a professional land surveyor providing a full
range of legal and construction surveying services.
He prides himself on being an industry expert who knows
the process for real estate transactions, subdivision of land,
and anything to do with boundaries inside and out.
Michael takes the time to listen to the unique situations that
his clients have, and offers unique solutions.
Michael holds designation as Alberta Land Surveyor, British
Columbia Land Surveyor, Canada Lands Surveyor (Federal
Lands) and Professional Engineer. He also serves as director
Michael Thompson of Professional Surveyors Canada, the advocacy body for
Professional Surveyors in Canada.

V

erlin Torkelson is the owner of BlueGrass Landscaping
Ltd.
BlueGrass Landscaping was started in 2004 when Verlin
and a co-worker bought his brother’s lawn care. They have
grown the business substantially since and now employ 8-10
people seasonally.
Verlin attributes much of his company’s success on
teamwork and the people that they employ.
A strong community supporter, Verlin has volunteered
with Streets Alive Mission with their outreach to hand out
sandwiches and coffee, and their Sunday Lunch program.
Verlin Torkelson
He also serves as coordinator for Christian Aid Ministries
Rapid Response Service which bring cleanup volunteers into the area within of a disaster.
Their team spent a month in Fort McMurray following the fires.

Dmitri Reizvikh | BSc ’06

J

Tony Montina | BSc ’08, MSc ’10
Michael Ostrom | BMgt ’16
Dr. Matthew Secretan | BSc ’05
Deana Dypolt | BA/BEd ’09
Rachel Lindemann | BA ’05
Ryan Westerson | BA ’14
Nicole Reynolds | BMgt ’14
Tyler Brack | BMgt ’09

Jason Unwin

ason Unwin is the Vice President of Desk’n File, a
Lethbridge office furniture store that has served our
community for over 24 years.
Jason is dedicated to providing a welcoming and first class
environment to customers and employees.
A week before his second daughter was born, Jason moved
home to Lethbridge. He started working at Desk’n File with
no background in office furniture and within the year had
revitalized the building and added a spectacular showroom.
Jason has changed the face of Desk’n File, helping the
company to become the leading office furniture supplier in
Southern Alberta. He credits much of his success to the great

mentors that he has had.

J

atsTop40-ad.indd 1

2018-06-11

essie Westers is the Director, Internal Audit at the
University of Lethbridge.
Jessie’s driving force in life is being of service to others.
Building and supporting our community in a variety of formal
and informal roles is of paramount importance to her.
In 1999, Jessie came to Lethbridge from Redcliff, AB to
attend the University of Lethbridge.
Moving to Lethbridge was a turning point for Jessie. She
6:41 PM
realized that she had found a place to call home.
From working part-time jobs while attending postsecondary to making the conscious decision to article in
Jessie Westers
Lethbridge instead of Calgary when pursuing the Chartered
Accountant Designation she has invested in building deep relationships within the city.
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R

Ryan Westerson

yan Westerson is the
Legislative Services Assistant
at the City of Lethbridge.
Whether supporting large
scale community projects,
or creating complex policy
responses to government
initiatives, Ryan’s reliable work
ethic, and desire to constantly
learn, have proven invaluable
throughout his career.
Upon graduation from
University, Ryan was accepted
into the Alberta Municipal
Internship Program. This saw
Ryan employed by the City
of Brooks, where he was
introduced to the intricacies of
municipal governance.
Ryan believes in being
an active member of the
community in which you reside.
Whether serving as a volunteer
firefighter, a member of the
board for a local sport council,
or coaching local athletes,
Ryan’s belief in contributing to
his community is what guides his
actions daily.

D

Dana Woodward

ana Woodward is a
Lethbridge-based graphic
designer and the Creative
Director/Owner of Three
Legged Dog Graphic Design.
Dana has worked as a
designer for the past 18
years, which has provided
him the opportunity to work
with a wide variety of clients
and industries. He has worked
for numerous small-business
start-ups, events, educational
institutions, municipalities, and
not-for-profits.
Guiding an organization
through the design process,
from start to finish, is a very
rewarding experience for
Dana.
His genuine care, dedication,
and attention to detail continue
to ensure strong and successful
working relationships. He
considers these relationships to
be the best part of his job.

M

Mike Wuchterl

ike Wuchterl is the
Supervisor of Marketing
& Sales at the Lethbridge &
District Exhibition.
Mike is a former gritty
hockey player turned relentless
marketing professional. Bred in
a high level sports atmosphere
he is committed to out-prepare,
out-work and outlast the
competition.
Mike played in the WHL for
five seasons from 2003 until
2008 which included trips to
the WHL finals with the Everett
Silvertips, Vancouver Giants
and Lethbridge Hurricanes.
Mike thrives in extremely
fast paced environments, takes
great pride in staying up to
date on new media and cutting
edge marketing trends.
He loves the Lethbridge
community, and credits
the business mentors and
colleagues that he’s had the
pleasure of working alongside
with helping him to find the
success that he has today.

T

Travis Zentner

ravis Zentner is Business
Manager, Funeral
Director and Embalmer with
Cornerstone Funeral Home.
Along with his older
brother Chad, he grew up
in the funeral industry with
his parents, Ralph and the
late, Faith Zentner, owners of
Cornerstone Funeral Home Ltd.
Travis was involved in
a workplace accident in
September of 2011 while
working on a local construction
site. The event saw his coworker severely injured in a
deep trench that Travis was
also working in and he, without
hesitation, took action to save
this man’s life.
His enthusiasm and
passionate leadership affects
his colleagues in many positive
ways and he is a great
example of “service above
self”. Many of his families have
become life-long Cornerstone
friends due to the relationships
he forges with them.
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HEAR FROM PREVIOUS TOP 40 WINNERS
We reached out to our previous Top 40 Under Forty Winners to ask them for what direction they see our
community moving and what advice they’d give to others. Here are some highlights of their responses!

“It's a wonderfully diverse and interesting city that has room to grow and
thrive. Our art community is envied more than most people realize.”

“There is a huge opportunity in the technology scene.”

-Obed Maurice, Maxim Management
“What untapped opportunities do you see in Lethbridge for young
entrepreneurs?”

-Steven Foord, Owl Acoustic Lounge
“What do you love about working in Lethbridge?”

Take time out of “doing” your job to
learn better ways to “do” your job.
-Katie Pahara, Katie Pahara Photography

“What would you encourage people in their career to do more of?”
“Don’t let your job title define your
impact. Show up with intentions of a “Do more to give back to the community
they’ve grown up in”
CEO everyday no matter your role.”
-Tevi Legge, ATB Financial
“What advice would you give someone just who is ready to start their career?

-Shelly Shaw, Shaw & Associates Chartered Accountants
“What would you encourage people in their career to do more of?”

“Safe. Thriving. A good place to raise children.
Small town feel with most of the ‘big city’
amenities.”
-Cory Medd, Two Guys & A Pizza Place
“Where do you hope to see Lethbridge in 10 years?”

“Say ‘yes’. Show up. Give generously and follow through. Quit saying you’re busy. Most
people are busy and everyone’s version of busy is different.”

-Mandy DeCecco-Kolebaba, Hire Standard
“What would you encourage people in their career to do more of?”
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SOLUTIONS DRIVEN. CUSTOMER FOCUSED.

Add 100 years of high-touch IT experience
to your team when you take advantage
of Whipcord’s diverse solutions.
If you do daily backups or want real-time
replication, we have the Disaster Recovery product
to fit your budget and business requirements.

Receive your first two months
FREE with a one-year contract.
403-332-6000 | info@whipcord.com
whipcord.com
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YOUR FRIEND IN FINANCE

Transform your life and become a healthier you
from the comfort of your own home or office.
Contact Jenna-Leigh Nobert
(780) 446-4051

Free Drinks On Us!!!
Just kidding...

Oh wait, you don’t have time for free drinks, because you’re drowning in countless
spreadsheets to make your accounting program make sense. And, don’t forget you
need to clean up that virus thingy that broke your computer. Not to mention you’re
running late for that family event. Sound familiar?
Have you asked yourself:
•

How can we get real-time operational information to sales/services people in
the field?

•

Why am I always hiring more administrative staff to handle the paperwork?

•

Why do none of our computers work?

•

We need to update our office technology but where do we start?

•

How can I get better insight into the businesses operations on a daily basis?

•

Do we need to hire an IT person for the office?

Plain Solutions Ltd. can help you battle back and take control of your work life so you
can have a personal life again! From helping you with a printer set up to planning and
deploying sophisticated business management solutions and everything in between
Plain Solutions is here to help.

What can we do for you?
plainsolutions.ca
info@plainsolutions.ca
403.381.4334
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IS YOUR BUSINESS TAKING ADVANTAGE
OF OUR REGIONAL POTENTIAL?
Join the Lethbridge Chamber on October 3 at the
Opportunity South Summit as we take a look at
Southern Alberta’s regional advantage and how
your business can thrive.
Keynote address by Janet Bannister, Founder of
Kijiji.
Explore the digital economy and what your business
can do to reap the rewards.

Special Early Bird
Rate:
$199*
							

*Until August 1

Sponsorship and speaker opportunities
available. Contact the Chamber office for
more information.

Janet Bannister | Founder of Kijiji

Register online today at
www.lethbridgechamber.com

OPPORTUNITY SOUTH SUMMIT
#SOUTHERNALBERTASTRONG
Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce Influence |
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